Main Call Numbers for Art Books

N | Visual Arts | Mudd 1
   A hodgepodge, from art history surveys to museum collections to artists whose works span multiple media, or who don’t easily fit in traditional categories. A lot of work by contemporary artists is in N 6537.

NA | Architecture | Mudd 1

NB | Sculpture | Mudd 1

NC | Drawing, Graphic Design, Illustration | Mudd 1

ND | Painting | Mudd 1

NE | Printmaking | Mudd 1

NK | Decorative Arts | Mudd 1
   Ceramics (NK 3700 – NK 4695), furniture, jewelry, textiles, interior decorating, metalwork, woodwork, etc., as well as movements such as Arts and Crafts and Wiener Werkstätte.

NX | Arts in General | Mudd 1
   Another catch-all, including works of theory, books on arts management, art patronage, etc.

SB | Gardens and Landscape Architecture | Honnold 1

TR | Photography | Honnold 1

Other Call Numbers of Interest

AM | Museum Studies | Honnold 3

E 75 – E 99 | Indians of North America | Honnold 4
   Books on traditional arts and crafts of Native Americans will be found here

GT | Graffiti, Tattoos, Costume, Body Art | Honnold 4

TT | Fashion | Honnold 1


Half of all art books are oversized and located on a different set of shelves (look for “folio” in the location info).